Children use syntax to interpret sentences and learn verbs; this is syntactic bootstrapping. The structure-mapping account of early syntactic bootstrapping proposes that a partial representation of sentence structure, the set of nouns occurring with the verb, guides initial interpretation and provides an abstract format for new learning. This account predicts early successes, but also telltale errors: Toddlers should be unable to tell transitive sentences from other sentences containing two nouns. In testing this prediction, we capitalized on evidence that 21-month-olds use what they have learned about noun order in English sentences to understand new transitive verbs. In two experiments, 21-month-olds applied this noun-order knowledge to two-noun intransitive sentences, mistakenly assigning different interpretations to ''The boy and the girl are gorping!'' and ''The girl and the boy are gorping!''. This suggests that toddlers exploit partial representations of sentence structure to guide sentence interpretation; these sparse representations are useful, but error-prone.
Introduction
Syntactic knowledge guides sentence interpretation and verb learning; this is syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman, 1990 ). Here we explore how syntactic bootstrapping begins. We have proposed a structure-mapping account of the origins of syntactic bootstrapping, on which a partial analysis of sentence structure guides initial sentence interpretation, and provides a useful abstract format for new learning (Fisher, 1996; Lidz, Gleitman, & Gleitman, 2003) .
This account makes two assumptions: First, children begin with an unlearned bias toward one-to-one mapping between nouns in sentences and participant-roles in events. Given this bias, children treat the number of nouns in a sentence as a cue to its semantic predicate-argument structure. Second, learners represent sentences and their possible interpretations in an abstract format. That is, children are biased toward representations that permit useful linguistic generalizations, such as noun, verb, agent, and patient, as opposed to word-specific representations (cf. Braine, 1963; Tomasello, 2003) . These abstract representations make syntactic bootstrapping possible, giving children access to the proposed innate bias to align nouns with participant-roles (Yuan, Fisher, & Snedeker, in press), and promoting rapid learning and generalization of language-specific patterns (Gertner, Fisher, & Eisengart, 2006; Pinker, 1984) .
To illustrate, suppose a toddler first encounters tickle in ''The boy is tickling the girl'', given the scene context of Fig. 1 . This scene offers many candidate meanings: for example, a boy tickles a girl; she giggles; both are playing. Via structure-mapping, a partial sentence representation constrains choices among these construals. As soon as children can represent this sentence as containing two nouns, they could map the sentence onto a construal involving two core participant-roles (with luck, tickling). Such experiences provide data about tickle and about English sentences. For example, assuming children represent the nouns in order, this sentence provides a data point suggesting that the first of two nouns names an agent (as opposed to a patient). Given the proposed abstract representations, learning via tickle sentences should transfer
